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Chapter 1661 

1661 A shocking reversal 

However, before he could even say this, his third brother, sinbu senanda, grabbed his shoulder. 

“Are you crazy?!” 

Sinbu senanda roared angrily, thinking that shamaga had lost her mind! 

“No, I didn’t.” 

For the first time, she tasted the feeling of being blamed for something she couldn’t explain. But now, 

no one listened to her explanation. Everyone looked at su bu, who was on the ground, in a panic. 

The chest that had been shot through by the bullet was like Zhan Nanheng’s, and large amounts of 

blood were gushing out. The eldest Princess Consort screamed like crazy and wanted to get closer, but 

Jiang Xibao held her waist, as if he was afraid that she would do something impulsive. 

“Let me go, you let me go!” 

First consort Amiya struggled madly. 

All of this was beyond everyone’s expectations. Time seemed to have frozen with the muzzle. 

Su bu was dying. 

His eyes glared in the direction of the second Princess Consort with anger, and his heavy breathing was a 

sign of the passing of his life. He did not even have time to say anything before his body twitched 

violently. 

“No! I can’t die! He can’t die yet!” 

Simbu senanda growled. 

It was not the time for su bu to die yet! 

However, it was too late. 

Su bu fell to the ground beside Zhan Nanheng, covered in blood, and soon stopped breathing. 

The eldest wangfei struggled violently in Jiang Xibao’s arms. She wailed madly and lost all her usual 

dignity. 

Lin Hanxing slowly closed his eyes. 

Blood splattered on her fair, Jade-like face, but it was strange and painful. She just quietly maintained 

her position of holding Zhan Nanheng’s fingers. 

Shangguan Qinghe was completely dumbfounded. 

Why was it that things were getting more and more confusing? 
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“It wasn’t me! I didn’t shoot just now!” 

Shamaga muttered to herself. 

“You really didn’t shoot just now.” 

Lin Hanxing’s cold voice rang out. He slowly let go of Zhan Nanheng’s hand, got up, and looked into the 

eyes of the still-dazed shamaga. His dark pupils made the people standing opposite him feel an 

inexplicable fear. 

“What do you mean by that?” 

Shamaga’s forehead was covered in sweat. 

“When are you going to stop pretending?” 

Lin Hanxing did not even look at a certain spot, but she believed that the person would naturally 

understand what she was talking about. 

Everyone looked at each other in silence after hearing Lin Hanxing’s words. 

Yan beixiao subconsciously looked at Lei Xiao. 

He was stunned. 

With their understanding of being brothers for many years, he and little Hanxing seemed to have 

noticed something long ago. 

“Hehe ...” 

A burst of hurried laughter suddenly rang out. 

Jiang Xibao turned his head in surprise and looked at the first wangfei in his arms. He unconsciously let 

go of her. 

The eldest wangfei, who had been so sad just a moment ago, slowly raised her head with a strange smile 

on her face. She looked at Lin Hanxing, who had spoken. Her red eyes were filled with tears, but her 

eyes were filled with madness. 

First wangfei, Amiya, reached out and smoothed the messy hair by her ears. In the room full of blood, 

this action revealed abnormal madness no matter how one looked at it. 

Shangguan Qinghe suddenly stood up. 

When her hair was smooth, she snapped her fingers. 

The former senanda family’s men who were originally equipped with loaded guns were now 

expressionlessly pointing their muzzles at sinbu senanda and his men. 

It was a shocking reversal! 

“When did you find out?” 



The great consort walked towards Lin Hanxing with a smile. When she passed by su bu and Zhan 

Nanheng’s bodies, she did not look at them. She did not have any expression on her face. It was as if she 

had completely separated from the sorrowful and crying her earlier. 

“Still not coming down?” 

Lin Hanxing did not answer the first princess Consort’s question. Instead, he continued to speak coldly 

upstairs. 

A shadow slowly walked down from the second floor. 

Soon, it appeared before everyone’s eyes. 

Bai Xi was the first to raise his hand to cover his mouth, looking at him in disbelief. 

“Yuan Kang,” 

Lin Hanxing’s tone was flat and emotionless. 

Yuan Kang’s cheeky expression had disappeared from his face as he followed Lin Hanxing around. His 

cold face was expressionless as he walked to the first princess Consort’s side with a gun in his hand. 

He did not even look at Zhan Nanheng and su bu, who were lying on the ground. 

... 

“I’m very regretful,” 

Lin Hanxing said as he looked at Yuan Kang. 

I was soft-hearted and didn’t kill you the moment you left Rou city. 

“Then I should thank you.” 

Yuan Kang sneered. 

“This ...” 

Shamaga’s eyes were wide open, as if her brain was still in a state of stagnation and unable to keep up 

with the changes in reality. She could only watch as the first princess, who was known for her 

forbearance, walked in front of her, raised her hand, and gave herself a crisp slap. 

“Are you surprised? Are you surprised?” 

Amelia laughed sinisterly. The true emotions that she had been suppressing all these years seemed to 

have been completely released in that instant. 

“Don’t worry, I have a gift for you and the senanda family!” 

She said. 

... 

As soon as he finished speaking, a commotion broke out. 



A tall and handsome man appeared in front of everyone. Wasn’t he dragging the second Princess 

Consort’s most precious son, farick? 

The man’s appearance made everyone’s eyes widen in shock. 

There was probably no one in the royal family who would not recognize this face. Even in the entire Xue 

LAN, no one would recognize it! 

This person was the first Prince, who had been announced to be dead! 

The first Prince wore a gentle mask and was in high spirits as he dragged the dejected farrick. He only 

stopped when he passed by Lin Hanxing and sized her up seriously. 

“Miss Lin, I’ve heard a lot about you. Nice to meet you.” 

The first Prince had spoken from the bottom of his heart. 

After all, the fact that the plan could progress so smoothly was definitely related to this woman in front 

of him. 

“The first Prince has toyed with everyone in his palm. What a good scheme, what a good method.” 

Lin Hanxing said indifferently, it was hard to tell if he was being sincere or sarcastic. 

“Without miss Lin’s intervention, how could my mother and I have gotten to where we are today so 

easily?” 

If the senanda family still didn’t understand what he said, they would be fools. 

Ever since the first Prince had spread the news of his death, the first princess had used everyone to set 

up this whole thing. Now that Zhan Nanheng and su bu were dead, all the problems that stood in the 

first Prince’s way no longer existed. Naturally ... 

The first Prince would be able to re-emerge. 

Now that everyone outside knew that the incident was caused by the senanda family and the second 

Princess Consort, no one would doubt that su bu and Zhan Nanheng’s deaths were not directly caused 

by them. 

But ... 

They were definitely going to be the scapegoats! 

“Release him!” 

Shamaga didn’t even care about the intense pain coming from her cheek. She desperately tried to save 

her son from the first Prince’s hands. At this time, farick was clearly on the verge of death, and he was 

only one breath away. 

“Yuan Kang, why are you here?” 

Bai Xi and Jiang Xibao still couldn’t believe it. 

He muttered. 



Yuan Kang heard him, but his eyes didn’t have any warmth. 

“Yuan Kang’s mother is indebted to me. She has been leaking information about you guys to me.” 

The great wangfei said with a smile. 

Lin Hanxing and his men’s actions were all under her control. 

Chapter 1662 

1662 A dog that bites never barks 

So, this was the reason why Lin Hanxing was so angry that day and chased Yuan Kang out of the green 

sea Villa? 

Bai Xi still couldn’t believe it. 

“Yuan Kang!” 

Before Bai Xi could finish, Lin Hanxing reached out to stop her. 

At this point, there was no point in blaming anyone. 

“So it’s true that the first Prince was in danger, but his death is fake. It’s true that the first wangfei 

needed help, but it’s fake that she was forced into a desperate situation.” 

Lin Hanxing’s expression was still calm. Even though the situation had changed several times, he was still 

calm. 

The great wangfei chuckled and walked towards the throne that su bu had been sitting on. She turned 

around and sat down firmly. 

He didn’t even bother to hide the joy in his eyes. 

The eldest Prince and Yuan kangfen stood beside her, facing off against Lin Hanxing and the others. The 

senanda family’s men formed a circle around her to protect her. 

“Not bad.” 

Amelia’s affirmative answer instantly broke the string in her mind. 

So, from the beginning to the end, they were just accompanying this B * tch to put on an act? 

Everyone? 

then, can you tell me how Eric’s mother passed away? ” 

Lin Hanxing felt that there was nothing that she could not ask since they had already come to this point. 

Moreover, she had this question in her heart since the beginning. 

“I did use that idiot to get rid of her.” 

“If that woman didn’t die, how could my son have the chance to ascend the throne?” 

The battle for the Crown Prince was brutal, and no mistakes were allowed. 
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That woman’s death was only one part of her plan. 

however, I didn’t expect that woman’s son to be able to survive until now. It’s all that idiot, shamaga’s 

fault for missing the opportunity again and again. 

Amiya didn’t hide her disdain for shamaga at all. 

She had always looked down on her little tricks. For example, if she didn’t secretly intervene in this 

matter, the senanda family wouldn’t have been able to proceed so smoothly. 

If it wasn’t to give her son a legitimate chance to be resurrected, why would she go through so much 

trouble to accompany them through this? 

Sinbu senanda narrowed his eyes dangerously. 

No one would have thought that for the sake of her son, the great wangfei would patiently lie dormant 

for decades. Just this patience was enough to make people fear her, let alone slowly calculating 

everyone into her trap. 

“Amiya! I’m going to kill you!” 

She wanted to rush at her, but before she could get close, two bullets had already penetrated her arms. 

Just like the one that had shot Amelia’s arm. 

It pierced straight through and blood burst out. 

“Ah ...” 

Shamaga clutched her arm and fell to the ground. Her whole body began to twist in pain. 

“Next time, you won’t be so lucky.” 

Amelia sneered. 

She was very vengeful. 

Since she had hit her once, she would return her two pills. 

It was so fair. 

“When did you realize it was me?” 

Amelia and Lin Hanxing looked straight at each other, curiosity evident in their eyes. 

“Is this important?” 

Lin Hanxing asked. 

Oh? ” Amelia was stunned at first, then chuckled. 

Indeed, at this point, nothing else mattered. 

as a reward, I’ll let you die in a more dignified manner than those dogs of the Nanda family. After that, 

I’ll also send you off with a national-level funeral ceremony. 



In her plan, she had never thought of letting everyone who appeared here today leave alive. 

As soon as she finished speaking, gunshots were heard from the first Prince’s side. 

Second Prince farrick, who was already on the verge of death, ended up in the hands of his big brother, 

who was known for his generosity. If this had happened in the past, no one would have been able to 

believe this. 

“Farrick!” 

Shamaga screamed at the top of her lungs. 

Using both her hands and feet, she crawled towards her son who was no longer breathing. Where was 

her usual high and mighty and Noble appearance? 

She hugged her son’s head and wailed. 

Human tragedy. 

Her eyes never left Lin Hanxing. When she saw that Lin Hanxing did not even frown when she fired the 

gun, she could not help but feel that it was a pity. 

... 

If they had met on any other occasion, he believed that they would have become very good friends. 

But unfortunately ... 

“I’m going to kill you!” 

Shamaga’s eyes, which had been red from crying, suddenly looked up. She didn’t know where the 

impact came from, but she suddenly got up and pounced at the first Prince, as if she wanted to die with 

him. 

However, before they could even get close, they were all killed by the first Prince. 

She left with her son. 

With her eyes wide open, the hole between her eyebrows was ferocious, and she fell backward with a 

thud. 

“Second Princess Consort!” 

The members of the senanda family were in a panic. 

Sinbu senanda’s muscles tensed up as he watched his sister fall to the ground, dead. 

The Mantis stalks the cicada, unaware of the Oriole behind. 

... 

They thought they were the Oriole, but they didn’t know that in the eyes of others, they were the 

praying mantis used to worship the heavens. 

The senanda family was finished. 



Amelia reached out and stroked her chest, her expression disgusted as she glanced at shamaga. The two 

of them had been fighting for so many years, and finally, there was a final conclusion, and the winner 

was obviously her. 

She was extremely satisfied with this result. 

“The second Princess Consort and the senanda family plotted against su Buyu, a member of the royal 

family. According to Xue Lan’s law ...” 

Amiya looked straight at Simbu senanda, admiring the fear in his eyes. 

“He deserves death.” 

She sat in su bu’s seat as if that was the position she should have been in. Even though one of her arms 

was injured, the disdain that spread from her bones made her completely different from the first 

wangfei in everyone’s mind. 

“First wangfei.” 

Shangguan Qinghe sneered. 

He knew that he had fallen into the trap and did not struggle too much. However, if the other party 

wanted him to die Here, he would have to see if the other party had the ability. 

“I’m from the Shangguan family,” 

If he were to die Here for no reason, did he really think that the Shangguan family would let this matter 

go? 

She was too naive! 

“Ha.” 

Lin Hanxing suddenly laughed. 

Shangguan Qinghe looked at her angrily. How could she still laugh? 

Also, what was up with this Lin xiaojiu? 

Wasn’t he usually very capable? 

Were they just going to watch as everything happened? Without any follow-up moves? 

Was this reasonable? 

“I have to admit that the great consort’s patience is really strong.” 

Lin Hanxing’s voice seemed to have come from somewhere else, and it made one’s heart itch. The first 

Prince raised his eyebrows, as he had picked up a different meaning in his words. 

“But have you ever thought that no matter how thorough the plan is, there will always be flaws?” 

Is he here? 

Shangguan Qinghe had never been so eager for Lin xiaojiu to start her performance in his life. 



After all, the moment of life and death had arrived. 

“Slip-ups? What slip-ups?” 

The great consort and Lin Hanxing looked at each other. She understood Lin Hanxing’s ability, so she 

knew that once this woman opened her mouth, it would not be as simple as just a casual remark. 

Chapter 1663 

1663 Say hello 

Lin Hanxing tilted his head and smiled at Lei Xiao, then waved at his collar. 

“Come and say hello to our audience!” 

She said. 

The smiles on the great wangfei and the great Prince’s faces gradually froze. 

Everyone’s eyes were fixed on Lei Xiao, who had been standing beside Lin Hanxing since they entered 

the room. 

His expression was one of shock. 

No one knew that from the moment Lin Hanxing and the others entered the room, the entire scene in 

the room had been transmitted to all parts of country G along with the specially modified collar pin on 

Lei Xiao’s gray tie. 

As long as it was a home TV with a covered signal, it could be forcibly received at the first moment. 

In other words, everyone’s actions just now had been live broadcasted. 

However, because there was no prior notice, everyone’s state was the most realistic. 

This was all thanks to their technical support, Liang yuran! 

Simbu senanda’s expression was also one of disbelief. His heart seemed to have been numbed by the 

plot twist after twist, and he looked at the Thunder valiant beast in confusion. 

Although her life was saved, from today on, the name “senanda family” would be deeply engraved on 

Xue Lan’s pillar of shame, along with first Prince and first princess Consort, and she would never be able 

to rise again! 

“What’s the situation?” 

Jiang Xibao still had tears in his eyes and he looked dazed. 

“It’s the situation you’re seeing now.” 

Liang yuran’s voice was cold, but he raised his hand to wipe the tears off her white and chubby face, his 

actions lazy and calm. 

Ray had told him in advance. 

This couple, who looked calm on the surface, had many ideas in their stomachs, and no one could tell. 
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“No, you even F * cking lied to me!” 

Yan beiming almost jumped up in anger! 

This bunch of bastards! 

Are we still brothers? 

“Who asked you to not be able to hide things on your face?” 

Liang yuran sneered. 

Yan beiming was so angry that he wanted to punch Liang yuran in the face. 

“The show is over, it’s time to get up.” 

Lin Hanxing used the tip of her foot to kick Zhan Nanheng, who was lying on the ground. Zhan Nanheng, 

who was covered in blood and lying on the ground ‘dead’, suddenly opened his eyes. Bai Xi, who was 

standing beside him, screamed in shock. 

“You ...” 

“I used to be an actor, after all.” 

Zhan Nanheng stretched lazily as he stood up. If he didn’t have any acting skills, he wouldn’t be able to 

stay in this circle. 

When it came to acting, he would not drop the ball at all. 

He got up and took off his suit jacket in disgust. He also spat out the broken blood bag in his mouth. 

“Old man, you should wake up.” 

As Zhan Nanheng spoke, he mimicked Lin Hanxing’s action and kicked su bu’s foot, almost replicating 

the scene just now. The ‘dead’ su bu also opened his eyes, stood up expressionlessly, and just looked at 

the first wangfei opposite him. 

“You guys ...” 

“You can act, so can we.” 

The moment Lin Hanxing spoke, Yuan Kang, who was standing beside the first Queen, laughed. 

“Blank rounds.” 

As soon as Yuan Kang finished speaking, he unloaded the magazine at the same time, and the empty 

bullets inside fell to the ground one by one, making a clattering sound. 

Before he fired, Yuan Kang had already swapped out all the bullets as planned. 

The first wangfei, Shangguan Qinghe, and the rest of the senanda family’s people’s faces were changing 

like a palette, especially Shangguan Qinghe. Although he had been hoping for a turn of events, now that 

he had truly realized Lin xiaojiu’s power, he wanted to see her defeat. 

That woman ... Was really too annoying! 



“Yuan Kang, you ...” He said. 

The first wangfei looked at Yuan Kang in disbelief. This was the seed that she had planted many years 

ago. 

“I advise the great wangfei to stop struggling.” 

This was Yuan Kang’s honest suggestion. 

Lin xiaojiu was scarier than she had imagined. 

From the very beginning, his expulsion from the green sea was a trap, a trap specially set up for the first 

consort’s faction. 

That day, before Yuan Kang could say anything, Lin Hanxing had already spoken. He didn’t even dare to 

think how long she had known or waited for him until he finally took the initiative. 

This was the chance she was giving him. 

When it came to scheming, the first princess Consort really couldn’t beat Lin xiaojiu. 

Or rather, none of them could compare to her. 

... 

Yuan Kang walked out from between the first wangfei and the first Prince and quickly returned to Lin 

Hanxing’s side. It was only then that Bai Xi and the others finally realized that they ... 

Were they all deceived? 

“Lin Hanxing, you ...” 

The great wangfei was in disbelief at first, but then she couldn’t help but raise her head and chuckle. 

He was one move behind. 

She had endured for so many years, but why was she still one step behind? 

Lin Hanxing looked at the first princess Consort, his eyes finally showing some emotion. 

Or rather, it was a kind of pity. 

“I really didn’t expect it to be you.” 

Su bu’s voice was thick and low, but it instantly made the first wangfei laugh until she cried. 

“You didn’t expect it to be me? Hahahahaha ...” 

... 

She seemed to be crazy. 

“You just never cared about me.” 



When she recognized this fact back then, Amelia’s heart had already died. The only thing she could do 

was to endure and lie low until her son was pushed into the position that originally belonged to him. 

“It’s all your fault that things have developed to this point.” 

Tears flowed down the great wangfei’s face. Since things had come to this, she was too lazy to pretend 

to be gentle. 

“Father ...” 

The first Prince seemed to want to say something, but when he met su bu’s cold eyes, he chose to 

remain silent. 

Since things had come to this, there was no need to explain. 

“Since that’s the case, then don’t leave,” 

Amelia raised her hand to wipe away her tears, and her expression instantly became vicious. Since 

things couldn’t get any worse, then she would let everyone present die with her. At least they would 

have company on the road to the netherworld! 

Almost at the same time as she finished speaking, Amelia’s men aimed their guns at everyone 

downstairs. The red aiming point fell between everyone’s eyebrows, and the sound of loading seemed 

to be waiting for the order to start. 

The situation became critical again. 

“Don’t you dare!” 

As soon as Shangguan Qinghe finished speaking, the bodyguards behind him had already shot twice and 

fell to the ground. 

Everyone who appeared upstairs was the most elite force that Amiya had raised by her side over the 

years. With a wave of their hands, they took people’s lives without any hesitation. 

“This time, will I make any more mistakes?” 

The great wangfei looked at Lin Hanxing, her heart filled with love and fear for her. 

Lin Hanxing, who was originally expressionless, laughed when he heard this. It was a laugh that did not 

contain any emotions, but it made people’s scalps go numb. 

“If the second Princess Consort was still alive, I’m afraid she would tell you a taboo of mine.” 

Lin Hanxing fiddled with the bracelet on his wrist as if he was doing it unintentionally. 

“What?” 

The great wangfei was on guard. 

“I hate it when people point a gun at me.” 

The moment Lin Hanxing fiddled with the bracelet, all signals to the outside world were cut off. At the 

same time, she snapped her fingers. 



“No one!” 

Chapter 1664 

1664 The accident before the dust settled 

As Lin Hanxing snapped his fingers, countless shots aimed at the red dot appeared out of thin air. 

The number and angle of the attack were beyond imagination. 

Even su bu and Zhan Nanheng, who knew that she had a backup plan, were shocked by the scene in 

front of them. 

Compared to Lin Hanxing’s display, the first wangfei’s display just now paled in comparison. 

When did Lin Hanxing prepare this? 

I have to at least remember every blind spot, so that I didn’t waste my time coming to the royal family. 

It was a simple sentence, but it was enough to prove her patience and caution. 

“Impossible! The entire city outside is under lockdown and they are all my people. How could you have 

brought them into the royal family without a sound?” 

The great wangfei did not believe it at all! 

They even thought that Lin Hanxing was just bluffing. 

Lin Hanxing chuckled. 

The cold-faced Lei Xiao raised his hand to signal, and almost in an instant, the decorative Roman pillars 

on the left and right sides were shot madly by bullets. The shooting sounds were filled with a strong 

killing intent, instantly letting the first princess Consort’s subordinates know how powerful they were. 

“The act was too good, I’m afraid that even the first wangfei herself has forgotten one thing.” 

His ice-cold eyes landed on the great wangfei’s face as he calmly explained. 

“What’s the matter now?” 

The great Wang Fei asked through gritted teeth. 

Lin Hanxing raised his hand and looked at his watch. Three seconds later, the appointed time was up and 

the originally closed Royal Door was slammed open from the outside. Everyone’s eyes turned to the 

source of the sound almost at the same time. 

Zuo Xiangdong was standing in front of the crowd, and behind him were the leaders of Huaji’s three 

halls. 

Behind them were the members of the Huaji Hong gang. 

But what caught the first princess’s attention was the thing that Zuo Xiangdong held high above his 

head. 

Commander’s seal! 
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The amber commander’s seal, which symbolized the privileges of the Crown Prince, had been exquisitely 

carved and perfectly cut. 

Back then, in order to quickly gain Lin Hanxing’s recognition and trust, the eldest wangfei took a risky 

move and gave her the commander’s seal, which symbolized that she could enter and leave the royal 

family at any time and mobilize forces from all sides. 

Perhaps no one had expected that when the great wangfei saw the commander’s seal again, it would be 

under such circumstances. 

“Ha, hahahaha ...” 

The great wangfei suddenly laughed out loud, but it sounded extremely strange in the ears of others. 

“You’ve lost,” 

Lin Hanxing ignored her laughter and spoke coldly. 

“I didn’t lose! How can I lose!” 

The great wangfei said. 

She was the only one who knew how much regret and unwillingness was in her voice. 

“You have indeed lost.” 

A cold voice interrupted again, but it made Shangguan Qinghe’s face change greatly. 

Shangguan shixiu, who was wearing a silver-gray suit, appeared with uncle Liang and the others. The 

members of the Huaji Hong gang automatically separated to give him the middle path. Soon, Shangguan 

shixiu had already walked in front of the crowd. 

When he passed by Su Shi, Shangguan shixiu nodded at him. 

“You ...” 

Shangguan Qinghe’s voice seemed to have been stolen, and he could not form a complete sentence for 

a long time. 

“You still don’t understand?” 

Uncle Liang, who was standing behind Shangguan shixiu, had a cold and serious expression on his face. 

Shangguan Qinghe’s eyes were blank, and he subconsciously looked at Lin Hanxing, as if she could give 

him an answer. 

from the start, Shangguan shixiu’s mission was to protect Xuelan and su bu. From the beginning to the 

end, this was a trap su bu had meticulously set up for Eric to take over. 

Lin Hanxing only realized this later on. 

From the moment Shangguan shixiu had met with danger in country G, he had planned out all the 

possible factors. 



as for the Shangguan family’s true successor, there was no one else but Shangguan shixiu. 

The last sentence was as cruel as it could get to Shangguan Qinghe. Looking at his pale face, Lin Hanxing 

could not show him any sympathy. 

“I have a question for you.” 

Lin Hanxing looked at Shangguan shixiu. 

He had obviously tidied himself up today. 

Even the bamboo dragonfly brooch on her collar was extremely unique. 

“You can ask.” 

Shangguan shixiu’s handsome face was soft and gentle, but when he faced Lin Hanxing, he had a 

gentleness that was deep in his bones. 

“Did you add fuel to the fire when Qin SU’s son sold the jewelry box?” 

If it weren’t for the jewelry box, many things wouldn’t have progressed so smoothly. So, was Shangguan 

shixiu’s hand involved in this? 

... 

“There is.” 

He did not hide anything from her. 

Lin Hanxing laughed. 

It was really so. 

Back then, she had felt that the jewelry box had appeared too suddenly, as if there was an invisible hand 

pushing everything. 

Su had also put in a lot of effort for Eric! 

“A trap?” 

The great consort smiled bitterly. After hearing Lin Hanxing’s explanation, she felt even more despair. 

If she was not as good as him, she would not feel so humiliated. But now, everything she had done was 

seen by that man from the beginning to the end. In order to make way for the person he liked the most, 

whether it was her or the second Princess Consort, they had all become abandoned by him! 

How could she not complain, hate, and feel pain? 

“You’ve made us suffer so much.” 

... 

The great wangfei laughed and laughed until her tears fell. 



From the beginning to the end, other than that woman, he had never loved anyone else. He had even 

tried every possible way to help that woman’s son to take over the position. They ... 

What were they? 

“Su, don’t you have anything to say to me?” 

Even an apology would be good. 

The eldest wangfei looked at Xue LAN and su bu with tears in her eyes. She seemed to have gone mad, 

and her eyes were still filled with unwillingness, persistence, and madness. 

Su bu looked at first wangfei with a complicated gaze. 

“I will leave you and the first Prince with one last bit of dignity.” 

Su did not say. 

He wanted to leave a last trace of dignity. 

Hehe. 

Was this the only way? 

Even when the great wangfei and the great prince were restrained from behind, the great wangfei’s 

eyes were still firmly fixed on su bu’s face, not willing to move away. 

Other than the sound of people laying down their weapons upstairs, no one spoke. 

Lin Hanxing’s eyes slowly swept across the blood on the ground. The second Princess Consort and the 

second Prince were still lying there alone, and no one had come to move them for the time being. Sinbu 

senanda’s face was pale, and Shangguan Qinghe was not any better. 

“Are you and ah Xiao going to Beijing?” 

Shangguan shixiu’s voice suddenly entered her ears. 

Lin Hanxing tilted his head and looked at Shangguan shixiu. 

“What about you? Are you going to take over the Shangguan family?” 

“You’re using rhetorical questions when you don’t want to answer a question?” 

Shangguan shixiu smiled. 

“No matter what happens in the future, the Shangguan family will stand behind my friend 

unconditionally.” 

This was the promise that Shangguan shixiu had made to Lin Hanxing. 

“Thank you,” he said. 

Lin Hanxing laughed as well, as if a silent tacit understanding had formed between the two of them. 

“Ah Xiao is waiting for you.” 



Shangguan shixiu turned sideways to make way, his eyes indicating Lei Xiao’s direction. 

If Wanwan ... 

In fact, Shangguan shixiu had many things he wanted to say, but he didn’t. There were also many things 

he didn’t say. However, the order in which he appeared in life was such an important matter ... 

Lin Hanxing walked towards Lei Xiao with a smile. 

“Cold star!” 

A sharp sound suddenly rang out, accompanied by the sound of bullets tearing through the air. 

The moment Lin Hanxing turned around, he was pushed to the ground ... 

Chapter 1665 

1665 We fell in love for the sake of separation 

Song Chenxi’s snow-white hair scattered in the air. 

Lin Hanxing, who was carrying the weight of two people, hit the floor with his back, making a muffled 

sound. 

“Chenxi ...” 

Lin Hanxing’s hands were still holding her in his arms. His long eyelashes trembled slightly. A smile 

gradually appeared on song Chenxi’s pale face, but it was soon deformed by the pain. 

“Chenxi!” 

Gong Chen, who realized what had happened, was the first to rush over and kneel beside her. His arms 

were trembling, and he looked at the wound that had pierced through her chest from her back in 

horror. He held her tightly in his arms in despair. 

It was a mess. 

“Calm down, Gong Chen,” 

Song Chenxi’s voice was gentle and powerful, even though there were large mouthfuls of blood flowing 

out from the corners of her mouth as she said this. This was different from the déjà vu that Zhan 

Nanheng and su bu had earlier, because everyone knew ... 

This time, it was real! 

When Hua Ji’s men dragged song Zhiyun, who had shot them from behind, in front of them, a strong 

stench rushed out from her body. Lin Hanxing and the others had only left for a short time, but half of 

song Zhiyun’s face was completely festered, and his human figure could not be seen. 

“Bitch! Bitch! You will all die a terrible death!” 

Song Zhiyun’s eyes were bloodshot as he struggled madly, as if he had gone mad. 

However, no one had the time to pay attention to her now. 
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“Chenxi, please, hold on a little longer.” 

Gong Chen’s hands were wet from the blood that came out of song Chenxi’s body. He felt suffocated. 

Desolate tears fell from the corners of his eyes onto song Chenxi’s face. He could not control them at all. 

Song Chenxi smiled and shook her head. 

“I’m too tired.” 

Every night, she would be awoken by pain and gloom. Every moment of happiness was a form of 

physical and psychological torture for song Chenxi. 

“Chenxi, then you hate me! You can continue to hate me, okay?” 

Gong Chen understood the look of self-abandonment in her eyes. He would rather she hate him and 

treat him coldly than bear the pain of losing her. 

Song Chenxi was still smiling, but she turned to look at Lin Hanxing. 

Lin Hanxing’s entire body was covered in frost that was almost at zero degrees. She did not speak, but 

the moment her eyes met song Chenxi’s, she knew that she had to give up. 

Chenxi had long wanted to die. 

“Gong Chen, let her go.” 

When Lin Hanxing said those words with great difficulty, Gong Chen raised his head and glared at her 

with bloodshot eyes. 

“How do you want me to do it!” 

“How do you want me to release it?” 

Song Chenxi was held even tighter in Gong Chen’s arms by the pained Gong Chen. He looked as if he 

would take anyone’s life if they dared to come forward and snatch her. 

“You won’t even give me a chance to redeem myself. What do you want me to do? Chenxi, what do you 

want me to do?” 

Didn’t they originally have a lifetime together? 

“Then ... You ... You should live well.” 

Song Chenxi’s long eyelashes trembled slightly. She looked at Gong Chen’s face, which was on the verge 

of collapse, and spoke softly. 

Some people were destined to meet for love. 

Some people love each other, but they are destined to be separated. 

Song Chenxi used all her strength to raise her hand and reach out to Gong Chen. 

“Live hard ...” 



However, before she could get close, her slender fingers slid down powerlessly, and the last tear in her 

eye slowly slid down with her last movement. 

The flower fell. 

“Chenxi!” 

Bai Xi and Jiang Xibao cried out in pain, and tears fell down their faces. 

Gong Chen’s breathing instantly stopped. 

He widened his eyes in disbelief and maintained his posture of wanting to get close to song Chenxi’s 

palm. 

“Chenxi ...” 

Yingluo, I know better than anyone that you don’t love me. 

I wish the two of you to grow old together, be United with one heart forever, and have an unwavering 

determination in this life! 

Yingluo, so in Gong Chen’s eyes, I deserve to suffer all this and be schemed against? 

Xuanji, Gong Chen, my heart is not made of iron ... 

But you are! 

All the memories rushed into Gong Chen’s mind at the same time, and a heart-wrenching pain gushed 

out like a flood. He couldn’t believe that he had lost his entire world in such a short time. 

“Chenxi, I know you’re trying to scare me, right?” 

Gong Chen insisted on holding song Chenxi’s weak hand and putting it on his cheek. He smiled gently 

and shed tears. 

“You’re just asleep, right?” 

... 

“You just ...” 

Gong Chen’s voice was stuck. When he looked down, all he saw was song Chenxi’s snow-white hair. 

Yingluo, I’ll protect you, Gong Chen! 

Yingluo, you said you liked me. You can’t forget it for the rest of your life! 

Yingluo, put your hand on my shoulder and I’ll take you away. 

Yingluo, I’ll be with you. You don’t have to worry about anything. 

Yingluo, even if the whole world betrays you, I’ll be by your side. 

Gong Chen lowered his head. His entire body was trembling like autumn leaves. The only thing he could 

do was hug song Chenxi tighter and more forcefully. 



“Chen, save me! Ah ‘Chen!” 

The voice in her ear gradually returned like the tide, along with song Zhiyun’s screams and struggles. 

Gong Chen raised his head and looked in her direction. His eyes were calm, as if he was looking at a 

dead object. 

“Chen ...” 

... 

It was still the same little white Lotus ‘call. 

Gong Chen gently placed the lifeless song Chenxi on the ground. He even took off his suit jacket and 

gently placed it on her, as if she wouldn’t feel cold this way. 

“Don’t listen.” 

Gong Chen bent over and covered song Chenxi’s ears with his hands. His thin lips were branded 

between her eyebrows. 

“You’re clearly the most afraid of pain.” 

It had always been. 

His big palm caressed song Chenxi’s hair, as if he wanted to look at her one more time. He wanted to 

remember her in the deepest part of his mind. He would not forget her in this life, and he would not 

forget her in his next life ... 

For generations to come. 

There was no end. 

A drop of tear fell from the corner of his eye and entered song Chenxi’s eye, then gradually flowed out. 

He took out a pair of newly bought wedding rings from his pocket with trembling hands. The design was 

simple, but it was carefully thought out. Gong Chen had originally planned to take them out after the 

matter was over. 

Gong Chen slowly put the Rings on for the two of them, even though the Rings were eventually dyed red 

with blood. 

“Don’t walk so fast on the road,” 

He leaned over and whispered in song Chenxi’s ear, using the most intense gentleness in his life, as if it 

was the last time in his life. 

“Chenxi, please, wait for me.” 

Gong Chen said. 

Without anyone noticing, Gong Chen pulled out the gun from behind his waist, aimed it at his temple, 

and pulled the trigger without hesitation. 

There was a thump. 



Gong Chen fell on song Chenxi’s body. Their fingers, which were wearing rings, were still tightly clasped. 

The ground was covered in blood. 

“Ah ... Ah ah ah ...” 

Song Zhiyun shrieked in horror, as if he had never expected Gong Chen to make such a decisive decision. 

Lin Hanxing stood still and slowly closed his eyes. 

Yingluo, you’re ... Ninth miss? 

I didn’t expect miss Jiu to be so young. 

Miss Xuanji, when you truly love someone, you can’t bear to let him get hurt in front of you. 

Even if it was just a little ... 

Not even Yingying. 

Tears rolled down from the corners of her eyes. 

Chenxi ... 

Chapter 1666 

1666 The hanging sun 

Three days later, at snoworchid Glyn mourning Cemetery. 

It was drizzling. 

The cemetery was engraved with sculptures of the vicissitudes of time, and everywhere you saw was 

verdant green. The vines symbolized vitality, circulating endlessly, and the whole place was filled with 

romance and sadness. 

The tombstone in the center was full of people. 

The men were in black suits and the women were in black dresses. Everyone’s expression was filled with 

deep sorrow. 

The black umbrella was held above his head. 

Even though three days had passed since that day, song Chenxi’s death was still an unspeakable pain in 

their hearts. 

Lin Hanxing looked at the photo on the tombstone in silence. 

The grayish-white song Chenxi smiled gently. 

Lin Hanxing had specially chosen this for song Chenxi. 

She bent down and placed the White Rose in front of the tombstone. Her eyes swept over the two 

tombstones, one small and one big. One was little feather’s, and the other ... Was Gong Chen’s. 
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When Gong Chen fired the gun, the huge impact had almost made him unrecognizable. 

Lei Xiao had hired the best Undertaker to help him preserve his last bit of dignity. 

Everyone quietly placed the roses in their hands in front of the gravestone. The petals that were wet 

from the rain revealed a poignant beauty that was imprinted in everyone’s heart ... 

.................. 

The royal family of Xuelan. 

After three days of cleaning and repairing, the royal family had taken on a new look. 

This morning, the royal family, which had just experienced a crisis, officially announced that Eric Zhan 

Nanheng had become the next heir to the Crown Prince. 

Lei Xiao and Lin Hanxing sat in the seats next to su bu, with Shangguan shixiu and the others present. 

“What are you going to do with song Zhiyun?” 

Shangguan shixiu’s handsome face was sickly pale as usual. 

Lin Hanxing did not say anything. 

A cold gaze was enough to represent something. 

Death was too easy. 

She wanted her life to be a living hell. 

Shangguan shixiu pursed his lips and smiled. She had always been so clear about love and hate. 

“When are you going to leave the snow orchid?” 

Thunder valiant beast asked. 

At this stage, Shangguan shixiu’s task had been completed, so there was no point in him staying in snow 

orchid. 

“In two days. What about you guys? When will we leave for the capital?” 

Apparently, Shangguan shixiu was also aware of what was going on in the capital. 

“We’re almost there,” 

Beijing was their last stop. 

“I’ve already sent someone to li garden to deliver the twelve zodiac bronze snake statues.” 

This was what they had agreed on from the start. 

Lin Hanxing raised his head and looked at Zhan Nanheng’s face. 



Compared to when they had first met, he had become much more mature and steady. The uneasiness 

and fear that had spread in his bones had faded away, and he seemed not far from a successful Crown 

Prince. 

“What’s wrong? Or do you think I’m the best? You want to stay with me?” 

Zhan Nanheng couldn’t help but crack a joke. 

As soon as he finished speaking, Lei Xiao and Shangguan shixiu’s cold eyes swept over Zhan Nanheng. 

“......” 

Did he have to be so direct? 

“Does your wound still hurt?” 

Although Yuan Kang had fired blank rounds, the impact was still enough to break his ribs. 

“Compared to death, this is a small matter.” 

Zhan Nanheng patted his chest and grimaced in pain. 

At that time, for the sake of the effect, he had taken that hit. It was so painful that he wanted to die on 

the spot. 

“I might not be able to send you off on the day you leave.” 

He didn’t expect that there would be so much trouble waiting for him after officially taking over the 

Crown Prince. Zhan Nanheng’s head was in a mess, but even so, he was happy and in pain. 

“But don’t you worry, as long as I’m here, the position of the Chinese will never be shaken.” 

Zhan Nanheng had been by Lin Hanxing’s side for a long time and knew what she was concerned about 

the most. 

“Thank you,” he said. 

The two of them looked at each other and smiled. 

... 

Everything was conveyed without words. 

also, there’s one more thing I want to trouble su. 

Lin Hanxing turned to look at su Bulai. Only su Bulai could do this. 

“What?” 

Wasn’t this a new experience for su Hao? this girl actually had a day when she would ask him for help? 

It was strange. 

I’ll be holding a press conference in the next two days, and all the media will be gathered at Xuelan. I 

hope su can make it easy for us. 



Press conference? 

Su didn’t laugh when she heard that. 

It was just a press conference, what was there to be happy about? 

Wasn’t this girl exaggerating? 

... 

“Alright, I’ll get someone to make the arrangements.” 

Although su bu thought that, he still agreed. 

“What do you want to do?” 

Zhan Nanheng looked at her curiously. 

“Can you guess?” 

........................ 

Just after the short meeting with the royal family, a big piece of news from the X group’s official website 

ignited the attention of the global media. 

The mysterious leader of X group, who had never shown his face before, sent out media invitations 

through the official website, inviting all the media to attend a press conference held in Xuelan, country 

G. 

There was no restriction on the media or the number of reporters. As long as you applied for an 

electronic entry letter on the X group’s official website in advance, you would be allowed to enter. 

At the same time, both the official website of IM. X and the official website of the Lei group shared the 

news at the same time, not to mention that other internationally well-known Studios also shared it one 

after another. All of a sudden, a large number of media reporters from all over the world poured into 

the official website of the X group. 

In just ten minutes, the number of electronic applications had exceeded 10000. 

Over the years, the mysterious leader of the X group had always been in a state of secrecy. Other than 

the top executives of the X group, no one had ever seen his true face. 

If it wasn’t for the fact that the X group operated normally every year, people might have even 

wondered if such a person really existed. The only information about this person all these years was that 

he was Chinese. 

The fact that the other party was Chinese. 

The X group had given a positive response from the beginning. 

Now, this mysterious leader had invited all the media to Xuelan. Was he finally going to announce his 

true identity to the public? Would the doubts that had been entrenched in the hearts of the major 

media people all year round be resolved? 



For a time, the tickets from all over the world to Xuelan were completely sold out in the past two days. 

Even the tickets to the cities around Xuelan were sold out. The chain reaction caused even the stock 

prices of the local companies of snow orchid to increase by a large margin. No one had expected such an 

effect at the time. 

However, all of this in the outside world didn’t affect li garden in the slightest for the time being. 

“These biscuits are quite chewy!” 

Yuan Kang was sitting on the sofa, mumbling as he ate some biscuits that he had found somewhere. 

Jiang Xibao, who was coming down from upstairs, happened to see this scene. He stopped in his tracks 

and wanted to say something but stopped. 

“But why do I feel a cold breeze on my back?” 

“Do you want to turn around and take a look?” 

Yan beixiao, who was carrying the little pink Pig, slowly came out of the kitchen with a cup of sugar cane 

juice and handed it to Jiang Xibao. He was secretly gloating over his misfortune. 

Yuan Kang slowly turned his head. 

The two Tibetan Mastiffs were staring at him, their saliva dripping down their mouths. 

“F * ck! What’s going on?” 

Yuan Kang’s hands trembled, and he almost jumped up. 

“You ate its dog food.” 

Jiang Xibao said in a muffled voice. 

“......” 

Why didn’t you say so earlier! 

Chapter 1667 

1667 The Last Dance 

At the same time, at the same heart Hospital. 

miss Lin, the operation time has been arranged. 

Song Chenxi’s assistant’s eyes were red and swollen. Ever since she received the news of song Chenxi’s 

death, she had not had a good day’s rest. Every day, she would wash her face with tears. 

Although he was already mentally prepared, the assistant still couldn’t accept it. 

Lin Hanxing, who was wearing a black suit, did not say anything. His gaze fell on Gong Ming, who was 

sitting on the long bench as if she was waiting for something. 

It was said that after Chenxi left, he had been like this every day. 
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“Mr. Gong doesn’t know yet.” 

As song Chenxi’s assistant spoke, her tears fell again and she hurriedly turned her back. 

“I’m going to the washroom.” 

She used the excuse of going to the washroom to sort out her sadness. 

The assistant’s figure quickly disappeared around the corner. 

The next moment, Lin Hanxing walked towards Gong kui. 

The moment Lin Hanxing got close, Gong Ming subconsciously looked up in surprise, but after listening 

for two seconds, her expression instantly darkened. 

“It’s not her.” 

He whispered. 

Lin Hanxing sat down beside Gong Ming in silence. 

“I’m sorry, there’s someone here.” 

The invisible Gong Yun said coldly. 

“I know,” 

The moment Lin Hanxing’s voice rang out, Gong Ming’s expression seemed to light up at the same time. 

She looked around in a daze, as if she was looking for traces of song Chenxi’s existence. 

“Chenxi ... Didn’t come.” 

She wanted to tell him the truth, but in the end, she didn’t tell him the truth. 

“How’s Chenxi’s health? Was she very busy? Did she ... Mention me to anyone?” 

Gong Yun asked the last sentence very carefully. 

Lin Hanxing was silent for a moment. 

Yingluo, I’ve asked the doctor. The cause of her blindness is a damaged cornea. As long as she has a new 

cornea replacement, she will be able to regain her vision. 

I, song Chenxi, have lived to this day. I have no family, no lover, but fortunately, I still have you as a 

friend. 

Yingluo, I only believe in you. 

Chenxi’s voice appeared in her mind. 

“She’s been helping you look out for new cornea tissues.” 

The moment Lin Hanxing finished speaking, Gong Ming’s face immediately bloomed with a child-like 

smile that was filled with surprise and disbelief. 



“R-really?” 

It turned out that Chenxi still cared about him, right? 

At the thought of this, Gong Yun’s eyes, which were covered in burn marks, became gentle. 

Lin Hanxing chose to remain silent again. 

Based on her personality in the past, she would never have said these lies. One lie would require 

countless lies to cover up, but ... 

Lin Hanxing’s gaze fell on Gong zhirou’s uneasy expression, and there was actually something called 

heartache brewing in her. 

She had indeed become soft-hearted. 

the hospital will inform you about the surgery in the next two days. You’ll see it soon. 

According to Chenxi’s last wish, her cornea had been removed before cremation. Once the conditions on 

the gong Ming’s side allowed it, they could immediately prepare for surgery. 

Under her strong intervention, the song and Gong corporations were still able to suppress each other. 

She would never allow Chenxi’s things to fall into the hands of others. 

“Will Chenxi come back? On the day of my surgery ... Can you help me tell her to come back and see me 

...” 

As if he had thought of something, Gong Yun’s voice stopped abruptly. 

“Am I asking for too much?” he asked. 

When she realized this, Gong Yun lowered her eyes in disappointment. 

you’ll see her the day you regain your vision. 

She said. 

.................. 

In two days, countless media outlets from all over the world gathered in Xuelan. The workload of the 

Immigration Department increased sharply, and even the local hotels and homestay were fully booked, 

making it difficult to find a room. 

This included all of the top executives of X group that had been well-known to the outside world in 

recent years. It could be said to be the most luxurious lineup. After they landed, they directly checked 

into a suite in the most high-end hotel in Xuelan and refused all private interviews. 

Just as the outside world was discussing X group’s movements in the past two days, a private 

conversation between X group’s spokesperson and a friend was leaked. The spokesperson confirmed a 

question that had been in everyone’s mind for the past few days with a positive answer. 

The most mysterious leader of the X group, who had been hidden in the public for many years, would 

indeed appear at this press conference and announce a very important piece of news. 



... 

The entire world was in an uproar. 

More and more people arrived at Xue LAN through various connections. It was only now, when Xue LAN 

su was no longer facing the information, that she finally understood what Lin Hanxing meant when he 

said ‘make things easy’! 

what’s the relationship between that Lin girl and X group? ” 

Su bu turned to Zhan Nanheng and couldn’t help but ask. 

Zhan Nanheng didn’t say anything. 

Because he didn’t know the answer to this question! 

Their childhood friend had too many secrets! 

The answer to this question would obviously be revealed on the day of the press conference. It was also 

because everyone realized this that su buduo mobilized three times the number of people he originally 

expected to maintain order at the scene. 

But even so, the number of people who attended the press conference that day was still beyond su bu’s 

imagination. Even with three times the number of people, it was difficult to maintain order, and they 

could only ask for outside help. 

However, this problem was quickly solved. 

Yun Bai and Zuo Xiangdong appeared at the right time with their men, as if they had expected this. Their 

men quickly blended into the crowd and controlled the scene with the royal family in the shortest time 

possible. 

... 

“I haven’t seen such a scene in many years.” 

Yun Bai looked at the sea of people in front of her and couldn’t help sighing to Zuo Xiangdong. No 

wonder after checking the list of participants, X group had temporarily moved the venue to a more 

spacious outdoor area and even mobilized the power of the royal family and the Yun Ding, Hua Ji, and 

Hong gang to maintain order at the scene. 

At that time, he had thought that X group was making a mountain out of a molehill. Now that he had 

seen it with his own eyes, he realized that they had good foresight. 

Apparently, it was Zuo Xiangdong’s first time to see such a scene. He clicked his tongue and sighed. 

is the X group really that powerful? ” 

Zuo Xiangdong asked Yun Bai. It was as if he had pressed Yun Bai’s button in an instant, and he began to 

tell him about the awesome things that X group had done over the years, making Zuo Xiangdong exclaim 

in surprise from time to time. 



Although they had vaguely heard rumors about the X group over the years, it was the first time that it 

was so systematically spread, especially when it came to the mysterious helmsman who had been hiding 

behind the scenes for many years. Even Zuo Xiangdong could not help but want to unveil this person as 

soon as possible, let alone the reporters. 

Yun Bai glanced around. When had Xue LAN ever been so lively? 

“What?” 

As if she had thought of something, Yun Bai’s expression became puzzled. 

“Where did Lin xiaojiu go?” 

At this time, Lin Hanxing was standing in front of the coat mirror in the lounge. She was dressed in a 

well-ironed woman’s suit, which made her look even more handsome, and the cold aura of a superior 

was full of her. 

Thunder owl’s muscular figure appeared in the mirror. 

He looked at Lin Hanxing. 

His thin lips curved into a smile. 

He silently walked to his wife and reached out to pin the deer-head brooch on the collar of her black 

women’s suit, which matched her dark blue shirt perfectly. 

“Are you ready?” 

Chapter 1668 

1668 Officially revealed 

There were still about five minutes before the press conference officially began. 

X group’s luxurious senior executives were the first to arrive, setting off the first wave of climax of the 

media Group. However, they maintained their usual silent posture, refused all questions, and patiently 

waited for the appearance of the big shots. 

But even so, it had already caused the media to be speechless. 

It should be known that the higher-ups of X group were famous for their arrogance. Everyone standing 

here was a super-top figure in their respective fields before they joined X group, and they could make 

people vomit half a liter of blood with their mouths. 

It was precisely this group of people who had been poached away by the mysterious helmsman of the X 

group and gradually formed the current model of the X group’s high-level groups. But the most amazing 

thing was that this group of geniuses, who were so proud that anyone could break people down, 

worshipped and supported the boss behind the scenes of the X group to a crazy degree! 

There were less than three minutes before the official start. 

Other than the most important seat, all the other guests had arrived. However, everyone’s eyes were 

still involuntarily fixed on the only two empty seats, anxiously waiting for the arrival of the hour. 
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The audience in front of the screen shared the same feelings as the reporters. 

Ever since the update on the X group’s official website, everyone had been refreshing the news in real 

time like crazy. Whether it was on social media platforms at home or abroad, terms like X group, 

mysterious President, and behind-the-scenes helmsman took turns to occupy the hot search terms. 

It could be said that the entire nation was crazy. 

This included the Pu Wei Shi couple in the capital who wanted to control the movements of the world at 

all times. 

Countdown: two minutes. 

One minute passed. 

The last thirty seconds. 

The closer it was to the hour, the quieter the press conference, which had been as noisy as a wet 

market, became. It was as if there was a magic that made people involuntarily look at the door that was 

still closed. 

Ten thousand people were staring at one spot. 

The time was up. 

The door was pushed open from the outside with a bang. 

The first to appear in everyone’s eyes were the well-built bodyguards in black suits. They stood on both 

sides in a well-trained manner, blocking the safest area. Under the gaze of tens of thousands of people, 

the central figure of the day finally appeared. 

A dark blue shirt matched with a black slim-fit women’s suit. His clean and crisp outfit was so handsome 

that it was suffocating. When he glanced over, even the mole at the corner of his eye was stained with a 

cold aura. 

In the dead silence, the sound of Lin Hanxing’s high heels stepping on the stairs was particularly 

shocking. 

Da da, da da. 

All the sounds in the world seemed to have faded like the tide, and only the movement of her 

approaching was shocking. 

She was like a queen. 

Lin Hanxing quickly walked to the center of everyone’s line of sight. He took the microphone from his 

assistant and put it on his collar. His eyes were as sharp as a knife, showing the most powerful side of 

him. 

At this time, the PU family in the capital, Jade Dragon Mountain, Lei family in Jiang city, Yue Guanqian 

and elder Zheng, as well as many people who had directly or indirectly come into contact with Lin 

Hanxing, were all staring in front of their televisions. 



The significance of Lin Hanxing’s appearance at this important event was self-evident. 

The capital’s PU family. 

With a crack, PU Weishi’s wine cup was crushed, and the stunned long qingru couldn’t even say a word. 

Why would Lin xiaojiu appear here? 

When Lin Hanxing stepped down the last step, his eyes swept across the guest area and he smiled. 

That smile, in the eyes of others, immediately had a kind of soul-stirring throbbing feeling. 

It’s, it’s really beautiful! 

One of the only two empty seats, Lei Xiao, who had quietly taken his seat, returned a smile. A tough guy 

with tender feelings. All of this was completely captured by the cameras set up at various angles, and 

transmitted to every corner of the world through the lens. 

Lin Hanxing pressed the Bluetooth headset on his ear. 

“I’ve made you all wait.” 

This was the first thing Lin Hanxing said as he stood on the stage. 

Like a heavy stone thrown into a peaceful lake, it instantly set off a huge wave, hitting the minds of 

everyone present. 

The media first looked at the difficult executives of X group, but when they saw that they were staring at 

Lin Hanxing with respect, they were speechless. A terrible idea formed in their minds. 

“Miss Lin, are you joking with us?” 

The local reporter from snow orchid could not help but ask first. 

However, no one was dissatisfied with this. 

This was because everyone had the same question in their hearts. 

Was this a joke? 

However, as soon as the other party finished speaking, the higher-ups of X group, who were originally 

sitting in the front row, looked at the reporter who asked the question in unison. The dissatisfaction in 

their cold eyes was really heart-chilling. 

Lin Hanxing raised his hand to signal to the higher-ups. 

“What do you think?” 

The powerful aura that spread out from her made it impossible for people to look away from her. 

No expression could be seen on his frosty face. 

It was as if he didn’t feel what kind of bombshell he was throwing at the people in front of him. 

“Time is limited, so let’s make it short.” 



Lin Hanxing raised his hand and glanced at his watch. He put the speech prepared by his assistant aside 

and pressed it down with his hand, completely off-script. 

I, Lin Hanxing, President of X group, and my husband, President of Lei group, Mr. Lei Xiao, have recently 

found the remaining three bronze heads of the twelve zodiac, a national treasure that has been missing 

for many years. 

... 

Lin Hanxing’s expression was appropriate to the occasion. He placed both his hands on the stage and did 

not respond to the dead silence around him. 

we, husband and wife, have already sent a message through the local Embassy. We will set off for 

Beijing on a day to meet with the higher-ups. 

A cold voice was transmitted to everyone’s ears through the microphone. 

Zhan Nanheng, who was in the royal family, was completely dumbfounded. He was there when his 

childhood friend decided to change the direction, so he naturally knew what she was planning. 

Now, not only did her childhood friend have the remaining three bronze heads of the 12 Chinese 

zodiacs, but she also had the blessing of being the president of X group? 

Once this trump card was revealed, it simply had the effect of a King’s bomb! 

The people in the capital were probably about to explode from anger, but they still had to maintain their 

smiles. 

What to do ... 

It felt a little good! 

Su bu looked at Lin Hanxing on the screen and thought back to the past. Finally, he sighed in his heart 

and accepted his old age. 

The pugilistic world had long been the world of the young. 

... 

Yuan shaojing and elder mu, who were in Jiang city, also felt the same way. 

“It seems ...” 

Elder MU’s expression was heavy as he exchanged a glance with Yuan shaojing. 

“It was the right decision to hand Hua Ji over to that girl!” 

The greater the power, the greater the responsibility. 

En, girl, just bear with it! 

Elder mu immediately grinned. 

It was impossible for her to feel guilty. Instead, she felt happy. 



“I’m worried that if she goes to the capital ...” He said. 

Yuan shaojing was thinking about something else. That girl had a purpose in everything she did. In a 

place like the capital, everything was bound by restrictions, but she insisted on going. There must be 

some inside story. 

On the other end of the television, the media was in an uproar! 

Chapter 1669 

1669 peak 

The media, which had been silent since Lin Hanxing’s entrance, seemed to have finally come back to 

their senses and instantly went crazy. The noise came in like a tide and the venue was in a mess. It was 

going out of control. 

As if she was already used to this, Lin Hanxing’s exquisitely made-up face was expressionless. Her 

powerful aura made her seem like a queen that could drive people crazy. 

“You can ask your questions now.” 

Lin Hanxing’s hands were on the stage, and his expression was so calm that it was hard to look away. 

“Miss Lin, are you really the president of X group?” 

The first reporter who snatched the precious opportunity to ask a question asked an extremely 

unprofessional question. 

The higher-ups of X group turned around and looked at the other party with dissatisfaction, their eyes 

filled with warning. 

It was as if he was about to call his lawyer to send out a lawyer’s letter in the next second. 

Lin Hanxing gestured for him to keep his cool and turned to look at the reporter who had just asked the 

question. 

“I am.” 

It was a simple word, but it was sonorous and powerful. 

In fact, everyone in the media knew very well that since she dared to choose this time to announce it, 

how could the truth be false? but ... When they thought of Lin Hanxing’s Swift and decisive actions when 

he first arrived in country G, they suddenly felt that it was really not a loss for the second Princess 

Consort and the senanda family to lose to such a woman. 

It had to be said that Yuan shaojing really had good taste. 

“You can ask.” 

Lin Hanxing pointed at the second reporter. 

miss Lin, you just said that you’ll be going to Beijing another day. Does that mean that you’ll temporarily 

give up some of your business in country G? ” 
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Starting from the second reporter, they unconsciously used honorifics in their words. 

“Who said I would give up?” 

Lin Hanxing smiled. 

not only will I not give up, but I’ll also take the lead in creating a win-win cooperation between multiple 

groups, with the X group and the Lei group as the main force, the Li family of G, the yuan family, the 

Huaji Hong gang, the gong and song groups, the royal family of Xuelan represented by Yun Ding and 

Zhan Nanheng, etc., To jointly develop the tin mine industry with the Lin group, the Lu group, the he 

group, and others in Jiangcheng. I believe that the next ten years will be even more exciting.” 

What Lin Hanxing wanted was never for one party to monopolize the market, but for a win-win 

cooperation. 

It was also because of this that those who followed her were always willing. This was also another 

reason why she was able to escape danger time and time again. Her personal charm was irresistible. 

The reporters asked questions one after another and Lin Hanxing answered them patiently. However, 

every question he answered was shocking. God knew how they had underestimated this woman in the 

past! 

Realizing this, all the men present looked at Lei Xiao with envy. 

There probably wouldn’t be another couple like this in the next hundred years. Their looks were so 

breathtaking, the man was strong, and the woman was strong. Both of them were walking money 

printing machines. Wasn’t this forcing others into a dead end? 

Oh my God! 

Before they knew it, an hour and a half had passed, and the press conference was coming to an end. 

However, the media reporters present were clearly not done. 

Over the years, they had traveled all over the country and attended countless press conferences, big and 

small. They had seen all kinds of celebrities from all over the world, but never once had they been able 

to ride the entire roller coaster of excitement. 

His heart was beating up and down. 

Only the heavens knew what they had to endure for the past one and a half hours. It was something 

that no one else could imagine. 

“Before the press conference ends, I have a private matter that I would like to share with the world 

through your cameras.” 

Just as everyone was lamenting the fact that time had passed so quickly, Lin Hanxing’s words pulled 

everyone back to reality. The reporters ‘eyes instantly lit up. 

Private matter? 

What personal matter? 



As soon as Lin Hanxing finished speaking, uncle Jin, who was smiling like a Maitreya Buddha, appeared in 

everyone’s sight with a box in his hand. 

Very quickly, he handed the item to her. 

Lin Hanxing accepted it calmly. 

There was a short five seconds of silence. 

All the cameras in the media took this opportunity to point at Lin Hanxing. 

“Ah Xiao,” 

She raised her head and looked at Lei Xiao. 

The corner of his mouth suddenly broke into a smile, and he stretched out his hand towards the 

Thunder valiant beast. 

His smile instantly made everyone’s hearts beat faster. 

Thunder valiant stood up in silence. 

Under the gazes of thousands of people, he stood firmly by Lin Hanxing’s side. 

I’m sure everyone is curious about my personal experience. I believe many of you have heard some 

rumors about me in Jiang city ... 

Lin Hanxing’s aura was fully released as she spoke, giving off a sense of oppression. Other than Lei Xiao, 

who was standing beside her, no one had the courage to come half a meter closer to her. 

What happened in Jiang city was not just hearsay. It had almost spread throughout country G and 

become a legend! 

“Miss Lin, are you trying to say that those are just rumors and not true?” 

A reporter asked. 

Lin Hanxing laughed. 

“I’m sorry, but those rumors are true.” 

... 

Whether it was said that her methods were ruthless or that she was vengeful, these were all true. 

“......” 

“......” 

Alright, whatever you say. 

however, the origin of all grudges comes from this in my hands. 

As he spoke, Lin Hanxing pressed down on the box that uncle Jin had just handed over. 



She was very good with words and knew what kind of words could stir people’s hearts at the right time. 

It was obvious that after she finished speaking, everyone’s attention had been shifted to her 

subordinates. 

They were eagerly waiting for the answer. 

“And the private matter I’m talking about is also related to it.” 

Lin Hanxing paused for a moment, but the things that happened since she returned to Jiang city 

appeared in her mind. 

If it wasn’t for ah Xiao back then, she would probably have walked on a bloodthirsty road of no return 

and would not be as happy as she was now. 

... 

“Miss Lin, what is it?” 

The reporters kept asking. 

With a click, Lin Hanxing opened the intricately designed box and took out the item inside. He opened 

his palm in front of all the media cameras. In an instant, half a piece of gold-inlaid Jade wrapped in 

golden Nimbus appeared in front of everyone’s eyes. 

Mount Yulong, capital city. 

Master Yan was sitting in front of the TV, so was the elder. 

The guard happened to be bringing the medicine to the elder, and the moment he turned his head to 

look at the TV, the bowl in his hand fell to the ground with a clang. 

“Gold embedded with Jade!” 

Everyone on Mount Jade Dragon recognized this piece of gold-encrusted Jade. At this moment, it was in 

the hands of a woman, and this woman was the one who had attracted everyone’s attention recently ... 

Lin xiaojiu? 

Elder Yan subconsciously turned to look at his brother-in-law. He didn’t expect that the girl would 

choose to announce it at this time. He was overjoyed, but he also subconsciously wanted to observe the 

elder’s reaction. 

He had opened his eyes. 

this half of the gold-inlaid Jade belonged to my mother. It was also because of this that my parents lost 

their lives. I hope that this will be a good opportunity to help me find my mother’s biological parents. 

Lin Hanxing’s voice was cold. 

that’s all the content of today’s press conference! 

Chapter 1670 

1670 Don’t worry, you will not die 
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After saying that, Lin Hanxing left the venue with Lei Xiao without looking back, leaving behind an 

explosive clamor ... 

At this time, long Qing, who was in the PU family in the capital, was shaking like a sieve. She didn’t even 

dare to breathe loudly as she stared at the TV. As for Pu Wei, who was sitting beside her, his blood was 

dripping down his rough fingers to the floor. 

Lin xiaojiu, X group ... 

PU Weishi sneered. He had truly underestimated his opponent. 

He didn’t expect her to be so capable at such a young age. 

“Wei Shi, what do we do?” 

From the moment dog head and the others lost their lives and ended up helping Lin xiaojiu, she could 

feel the pressure coming from all directions, making long Qing feel like she was on edge. 

If the things she had done back then were exposed, the old master would really make her wish she was 

dead! 

“What are you panicking for? Now that the second Princess Consort and Qin su are no longer around, 

even if Lin xiaojiu has the ability to see the sky, can he still revive the dead?” 

PU Weishi was not worried at all. 

What he was more concerned about was whether the balance that he had painstakingly managed for so 

many years would be broken! 

At this point, PU Weishi had to admit that this Lin Hanxing was too strong, stronger than he had 

imagined! 

This step by step required not only a strong ability to strategize and strategize, but also enough 

patience. One had to wait for the enemy to fall into the trap bit by bit, and then devour them bit by bit. 

Any one of these two points could cause fatal damage to a wily old fox who had been in the business 

world for many years, not to mention that Lin Hanxing had covered all of them at such a young age. 

If there was one person in the business world that he didn’t want to mess with the most in Pu Wei, Lei 

Xiao would definitely be the first. However, now there was Lin Hanxing, and the two were husband and 

wife! 

Only the heavens knew how protective the Lei family was! 

PU Weishi looked at the afterimages on the television, his eyes growing gloomier ...... 

.................. 

Xue LAN, Hua Ji’s torture chamber. 

In the long, dark corridor leading to the basement, the sound of Lin Hanxing’s high heels against the 

floor was cold and cruel. 

The wall lamp was yellow. 



She had just rushed over from the press conference and her makeup was exquisite. Her expressionless 

face was hidden in the light and shadow, giving people an indescribable sense of authority. 

The leaders of Hua Ji’s three halls followed her quietly. 

The door was pushed open from the outside. 

A pungent smell hit their faces, and the three Hall Masters subconsciously covered their noses, almost 

puking. Lin Hanxing, on the other hand, was still expressionless as he coldly looked at song Zhiyun, who 

was curled up in a dark corner, looking neither human nor ghost. 

The festering on her face was getting worse. 

One side of her neck was affected and the itch was unbearable. Song Zhiyun couldn’t help but scratch it, 

even though her fingernails were full of dirt. 

Someone moved a chair over. 

Lin Hanxing sat down, her right leg crossed elegantly over her left, and her black suit pants wrapped 

tightly around her slender legs. She looked down at song Zhiyun coldly as if she was looking at trash. 

Song Zhiyun moved and met Lin Hanxing’s eyes. 

“Kill me!” 

This torture chamber was filled with mirrors. Since the day she entered, the people from Hua Ji would 

install a new mirror every time she broke one. This repeated over and over again, as if they were 

competing to see who was more patient. 

In the end, she lost. 

Every day, song Zhiyun looked at the mirror and saw the face that she was so proud of gradually 

festering. It was only a matter of time before she had a mental breakdown, but ... She was also afraid of 

death! 

He did not dare to commit suicide and only hoped that Lin Hanxing would give him a quick and painless 

death. 

“Let me go accompany Chen.” 

Song Zhiyun wriggled on the ground and was just about to touch the tip of Lin Hanxing’s high heels. 

The next second, Lin Hanxing’s expression didn’t change as he stepped on her finger. He pressed it 

slightly, and song Zhiyun’s soft cry of pain rang in her ears. That voice was too delicate, and it formed a 

sharp contrast with her festered face. This scene didn’t give people a pleasant feeling. 

“Don’t worry, you won’t die.” 

Lin Hanxing promised in a cold voice. 

She would not let her die. 

Otherwise, how could he face Chenxi? 



not only will you not die, but I’ll also let you live ‘well’, and live longer than anyone else. 

Lin Hanxing’s high heels clattered against the floor. She leaned over and looked at song Zhiyun as if she 

was looking at an ant. Her domineering and cruel eyes also contained a hint of bloodlust that she had 

not seen in a long time. 

I will let you see the flesh on your face fester piece by piece, and become someone that even you want 

to vomit at the sight of. I will try a different torture on you every day, making you wish you were dead. 

But you won’t die, because ... 

Lin Hanxing suddenly stretched out his hands and pinched song Zhiyun’s chin tightly. The fierce force 

instantly made her face sink in. 

“I! No! Allow! Xu!” 

She had thousands of ways to make people wish they were dead. Even if she changed song Zhiyun’s 

body every day, she wouldn’t repeat it for at least a few years. She wouldn’t even allow song Zhiyun to 

go crazy. That would be too easy on her. 

“I’ll let you know what it means to be alive is more painful than death,” 

Lin Hanxing pushed song Zhiyun back to the ground like a piece of trash. He took the wet tissue from his 

subordinate and carefully wiped his fingers, his face expressionless. 

I’m begging you, Lin xiaojiu. I’m begging you. 

Only now did song Zhiyun truly understand what kind of demon he had provoked. 

Even if Lin Hanxing didn’t have any expression on his face at this moment, her attitude and the 

indifference in her eyes made song Zhiyun feel a bone-chilling fear. He wished he could just die in the 

royal family. 

“Beg me?” 

... 

Lin Hanxing sneered and threw the used wet tissue at song Zhiyun’s face. 

He got up. 

The shadow covered song Zhiyun and looked down at him. 

“It’s too late,” 

........................ 

Night fell. 

As soon as Lin Hanxing returned to the Li family, someone at the gate guard informed him that there 

was a guest who claimed to be from the royal family of Rou city. 

Hearing this, Lin Hanxing gestured for uncle hai to stop reporting on the yuan family. Yuan Kang, who 

was sitting next to him, raised his eyebrows. It couldn’t be that the first Prince had come to visit, right? 



“Did you hear anything wrong with what uncle hai said these few days?” 

Lin Hanxing’s gaze swept across Yuan Kang. 

“Ah?” 

... 

Why did the topic turn back to him? 

Ever since Lin Hanxing came back, uncle hai would come over every night to report on the yuan 

corporation’s situation. Lin Hanxing would let him listen every time. After listening for a few days, this 

was the first time she asked him a question. 

“The data doesn’t match.” 

However, Yuan Kang didn’t hesitate. 

“What do you think is the problem?” 

Lin Hanxing asked again, his expression indifferent. 

“Where? It’s probably because Yuan laosan took advantage of your absence and has some devious 

thoughts.” 

Yuan Kang leaned his body weight on the sofa and sneered. 

Lin Hanxing took the documents from uncle hai and threw them to Yuan Kang. 

“Point out the data that you think is wrong.” 

Lin Hanxing then signaled li binshou to let the royal family of Rou City Pass. 

 


